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, $G=(N, T, P, s)$ , $N$ :
, $T$ : , $P$ :




$ $(\not\in N\cup T)$ .
2
, , LC , ,












$S\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{c}wA\delta$ k $u$ ,
$Barrow\alpha$ 1
, , $A$ 4\rightarrow B\mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$} .
1 (i) $\alpha$ $=$ $C\beta,$ $C$ $\in$ $N$ , , $u$
$FIRS\tau_{k}(\beta\gamma\delta)$ .
(ii) , $C=A,$ $C\in N$ , , $u$
$FIRS\tau_{k}(\delta)$ .
2. \alpha , $u$
$FIRS\tau_{k}(\alpha\gamma\delta)$ .
, $w\mathrm{g}_{\Rightarrow}$ $w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{n}$ , $w_{1},$ $w_{2},$ $\ldots$ ,
$w_{n}\in T$ , $FIRS\tau_{k}(w)$
.
$FIRST_{k}(w)=\{$
$w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{k}$ , if $n\geq k$ ,
$w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{n}$ , if $n<k$ .













. LC ( 1 (I));. ( $(T)$ );. ( $(T)$ );
$\bullet$ LC ( 2 (I));
. LC ( (I)).
1: LC
, $LC(1)$ $G=(N, T, P, S)$ ,
$N=\{S, A, B\}$ , $T=\{a, b, c\},$ $P=\{Sarrow AC$ ,
$Carrow CB,$ $Carrow B,$ $Aarrow a,$ $Barrow b,$ $Barrow c\}$
I=ab . , $LC$
, (1) $Aarrow a,$ (2) $Sarrow AC,$ (3) $Barrow b$ ,
(4) $Carrow B,$ (5) $Barrow b,$ (6) $Carrow CB,$ (7) $Carrow CB$ ,
(8) $Barrow b$
( 2). , (2) S\rightarrow AC






























































$\beta_{1}A\beta_{2}arrow\beta_{3}BCD\beta 4\in P$ ,
$\alpha_{1},$ $\alpha_{2},\beta_{1},\beta 2,\beta_{3},\beta_{4}\in(T\cup N)^{*}$ .
$FIRST_{k()}\prime A,$$\alpha_{2}=$





$A\in N$ , $S\neq_{\mathrm{C}}\text{ }$ $wA\delta$
k $u\in T^{*}$ ,
\alpha 1\rightarrow \alpha 2’ $(\alpha_{1}\alpha_{2}\in(T\cup.N)^{*})$ ,
1 , $A\preceq\Rightarrow\alpha_{1}\gamma$ ,
$(\gamma\in(T\cup N)^{*})$ , .
1. (i) $\alpha_{2}=C\beta,$ $C\in N$ , $\beta\in(T\cup N)^{*}$ ,
$u$ $FIRsT_{k}^{J}(C, \beta\gamma\delta)$ .
(ii) , $C=A,$ $C\in N$ , , $u$
$FIRST_{k}’(A, \delta)$ .
2. $\alpha_{2}$ , $u$
$FIRST_{k}(\alpha\gamma\delta)$
( $FIRST_{k}$ , 22 ).















(i) $\alpha_{2}=$ C\beta , $u$ $FIRST_{k(}\prime c,$ $\beta\gamma\delta$ )











. , ELC ,
(ii) \alpha 2 ,




$wA\delta$ , A\Rightarrow \alpha l\mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$} ,
$LC(A, a, u):=$ “ $\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}$” .
(iii) $\alpha_{2}$ , $a$
, $u$ $FIRS\tau_{k}(\delta)$ , $S$
$\mathrm{F}\mathrm{c}wA\delta$ , $A\Rightarrow\alpha_{1}\gamma$ , $LC(A, a, u)$
.
, $G=\{N, T, P, s\}$ , $N=\{S,$ $A$ ,
$B,$ $C,$ $D\},$ $T=\{a, b, c\}$ , $P=\{Sarrow ASCD$ ,
$Sarrow ABD,$ $DCarrow CD,$ $BCarrow BB,$ $Aarrow a$ ,






$\alpha_{1}$ , $\alpha_{2}$ , $\alpha_{3}\in(T\cup N)^{*}$







... $\cross N$ .
1: ELC
$ELC(S, A, a)=$ “ $Sarrow ASCD$ ”
$ELC(s, A, b)=$ “$Sarrow ABD$”
$ELC(S, a, b)=u_{A}arrow a$
”
$ELC(s, a, a)=$ “$Aarrow a$ ”
$ELC(s, b, b)=$ “$Barrow b$ ”





$ELC(B, B, b)=$ “$BCarrow BB$
”
$ELC(D, C, c)=$ “$DCarrow CD$”
$ELC(D, c, c)=$ “$Darrow c$ ”
$ELC(D, C,$ =“D\rightarrow c’’
3. closure-stack , LC .
closure-stack$=I_{LC}\cross I_{LC}\cross\ldots\cross I_{LC}$ .
.
Step 1( ): ancestor-stack $S$
.
Step 2( ): $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{t}s\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{k}$ $a_{i}$ ,
$a_{i+1}\ldots ai+k+1$ ’ ancestor-stack
$H$ .
Step 2.1: $ELC(H,a_{i}, ai+1\cdots ai+k+1)$
=“A\rightarrow aI’ ,
Step 21.1: inputstack $a_{i}$ .
Step 212: “A\rightarrow ai’’ .
Step 21.3: $A$ input stack .
Step 3( ): input-stack





closure-stack $[\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}\cdot AB\alpha \mathrm{a}]$
,
Step 311: closure-stack
$[\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}\cdot AB\alpha_{3}]$ $[\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}A\cdot B\alpha_{3}]$
.
Step 3.1 .2: ancestor-stack $B$ .




Step 3.2.1: $\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}A$ .
Step 3.2.2: closure-stack $[\alpha_{1}arrow\alpha_{2}\cdot A]$
.
Step 3.2.3: inputstack $A$ ,
$\alpha_{1}$ .
Step 3.2.4: ancestorBtack $H$
1 .
Step 3.3(LC ):
$ELC(H, A, a_{i+1}ai+2\cdots ai+k+1)$









Step 3.3.1: closurestack $\}_{\llcorner}^{}[\alpha_{1}arrow A\cdot\alpha_{2}]$
.





Step 2 Step 3 . input-stack
S$, $\mathrm{c}1_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}-S$tack ,
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